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Every child would read if it  
were in his power to do so. 

(Betts, 1936) 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cBIK0XVPbXo 
 



Learning to Read Is 
Not Natural! 



     We were born to talk. 
 

Writing is a human invention. 
 
 
 

 
 

“Children are wired for sound.   
But print is an optional accessory  

that must be painstakingly bolted on”. 
-Mary-Ann Wolf 

 
 
 



So…how do we 
learn to read? 

�  To learn to read, one must master the 
Alphabetic Principle (words are not 
whole envelopes of sound)  

�  Lines and circles of print take on 
meaning when linked to spoken 
language 

 

�  Print links to sounds (phonology) 

“Writing is a way of recording language by 
visible marks”  

(L. Bloomfield) 
6 



A Little About The 
ABC’s 



Do YOU Know 
The Code? 

�  Any word can be read or written using a small set of  symbols 

 

�  Language can be written down and read if  you can match the 
symbols to the sounds they represent.  

 
�  The existence of  the phoneme is not a natural or consciously 

accessible understanding for humans.  People are “wired” 
instead to process speech for the meanings it conveys! 

  

 



Accurate and Fluent 
Readers… 

�  Scan the print effortlessly 

�  Extracting meaning and sifting through it 

�  Making connections  

�  Interpreting 

�  Figure out new words with minimal effort (because 
the sounds, syllables and meaningful parts of  words are 
recognized automatically) 

�  Form a mental model (schema) for the meanings 
extracted, linking new information to background 
knowledge 





Four Processing 
Systems 



Scarborough’s (2001) 
“Reading Rope” 



Is learning to read 
easy or hard? 

5% of  students learn to read effortlessly 
 
20%-30% learn to read easily with any kind of  
formal reading instruction 
 
60% find learning to read a challenge 
 
12%-18% need intensive help from highly trained 
educators to learn how to read 

(Lyon, 1997) 

 



English is HARD! 

 

�  Single letters that represent multiple sounds  
�  (e.g. cone and pot where the letter ‘o’ represents both the 

sound /ou/ and /o/ 

�  cup and pencil and where the letter ‘c’ represents both the 
sound /k/ and /s/ 

�  Spellings that change morphological meaning, but are 
pronounced differently  
�  (e.g. –ed suffix to indicate past tense pronounced differently in 

painted /ed/, played /d/, and liked /t/) 

 
Why do our students find English to be so difficult? 

Answer:  
Because there are so many irregularities (a.k.a. “hard” parts).  Here are some: 



…and even more! 
 

�  Phonemes or sounds that can be spelled in several different ways  
�  (e.g. the sound /f/ can be spelled with f as in frog, ph as in phone, ff 

as in stuff, gh as in cough, and lf as in calf. 

�  Several letters represent one single sound or phoneme  
�  (e.g. fight, might, night where the grapheme ght represents the 

sound /t/). 

�  Different spelling possibilities to represent words that sound the 
same but have different meanings  
�  (i.e. homophones; e.g. to, two, too and heal, heel, he’ll) 

�  Identical words that change meaning depending on the context in 
which they appear  
�  (e.g. “She cannot bear to see her father in pain.” and “The bear 

attacked the campers.”) 



Reading 
Failure 

Inadequate 
instruction 

English is a 
second 

language 

Limited 
experience 

with 
language/

books 
Dyslexia or 
other LD 

Cognitive or 
language 
deficits 



Brain imaging studies show 
“markedly different brain 

activation patterns in    
dyslexic readers” (Shaywitz, 2003)  

 

 

Non-Impaired Reader 



Facts 

National Institute of Health (NIH) Results on Dyslexia 

Released in 1994 

(These research results have been independently replicated and periodically updated. ) 
 

�  Dyslexia represents the most common and prevalent of  all known learning 
disabilities. 
 

�  Dyslexia is the most researched of  all learning disabilities. 
 

�  Dyslexia is the leading cause of  reading failure and school dropouts in our 
nation.  
 

�  Reading failure is the most commonly shared characteristic of  juvenile 
justice offenders.  

�  Early intervention is essential for this population. 



What Is Dyslexia? 

�  What is Dyslexia? 

Kelli Sandman-Hurley, Ed.D. 

Dyslexia Training Institute 



What Is Dyslexia?  
 

�  Dyslexia is a specific learning disability that is 
neurological in origin. 

�  It is characterized by difficulties with accurate       
and / or fluent word recognition and by poor 
spelling and decoding abilities.  

�  These difficulties typically result from a deficit in 
the phonological component of  language that is 
often unexpected in relation to other cognitive 
abilities and the provision of  effective classroom 
instruction.  

 

 

(International Dyslexia Association, 2002) 

 



�  Secondary consequences of  dyslexia may include 
problems in reading comprehension and reduced 
reading experience that can impede growth of  
vocabulary and background knowledge. 

�  Dyslexia is referred to as a learning disability because 
dyslexia can make it very difficult for a student to 
succeed academically in the typical instructional 
environment. 

 

 

(International Dyslexia Association, 2002) 

 



�  Dyslexia is caused by a phonological 
processing problem…the problem isn’t 

with seeing language, but with 
manipulating it.   



•  The dyslexic brain relies on 
the right hemisphere and 
frontal lobes.   

 
•  To read a word, it takes a 

longer path through the 
brain and can get 
delayed in the frontal 
lobe. 

 
•  It’s because of these 

neurobiological glitches 
that dyslexics read with 
more difficulty. 

So… 



History of  Dyslexia 

1878 
“word blindness” 

Adolph Kussmaul (German 
neurologist) considered 

adults with reading 
problems & neurological 

impairment to have “word 
blindness” 

1887 
“dyslexia” 

Rudolf  Berlin (German 
ophthalmologist) was the 1st 
to use the term “dyslexia” 

1925 
“strephosymbolia” 

Dr. Orton (American 
neurologist) 1st to recognize 
that children with reading 
difficulties often reversed 

letters, called 
“strephosymbolia” 



1900’s 

“developmental 
alexia” 

Dr. Orton also introduced 
the term “developmental 

alexia” to describe children 
with reading difficulties 

1930’s 

“dyslexia” 

The term “dyslexia” 
became a more common 
term used in literature 

Mid 

1900’s 

Children with literacy 
difficulties began to be 
considered under the 

jurisdiction of  educational 
& psychological research 



A Common Problem? 

Not dependent on intelligence  

(can be gifted and dyslexic) 
 

Dyslexia is a difference in the way the brain 
processes information. 

Not dependent on socioeconomic 
status (SES) 

Not dependent on parent’s level of 
education 



Prevalence of  
Dyslexia 

�  “Depending on the definition chosen, the prevalence of  
reading disability is approximately 5% to 20% of  
school-aged children in the United States.” 

�  “Approximately 80% of  people with learning disabilities 
have dyslexia, which makes it the most common 
learning disability. 

    (American Academy of  Pediatrics, 2011) 



Degrees of  Dyslexia 

�  “Dyslexia is not an all-or-none phenomenon, but like hypertension, 
occurs in degrees.” (Shaywitz, 1992) 

�  “Reading ability and reading disability occur along a continuum;  
reading disability is represented within the lower tail of  a normal 
bell-shaped distribution of  reading ability.” (American Academy of  
Pediatrics, 2011) 



Dyslexia Persists 
Over Time 

�  “Dyslexia occurs at all levels of  intelligence and 
is a persistent problem that does not represent a 
transient developmental lag.” (American Academy of  
Pediatrics, 2011) 

�  “Dyslexia is persistent: A student who fails to 
read adequately in 1st grade has a 90% 
probability of  reading poorly in 4th grade and a 
75% probability of  reading poorly in high 
school.” (Gabrieli, 2009) 

 

 



Myths & Truths… 



Reading disabilities are caused by 
visual perception problems. 

 

TRUTH: Problem with language processing at the phoneme 

  level…not a problem with visual processing. 

 

(e.g., Lyon et al., 2003; Morris et al., 1998; Rayner et al., 2001; Wagner & Torgesen, 1987) 



Dyslexia only affects people  
who speak English. 

 

TRUTH: Appears in all cultures and languages in the world with 
    written language. 

    In English, the primary difficulty is accurate decoding 
    of  unknown words.  

(Ziegler & Goswami, 2005). 



People with dyslexia will benefit from 
colored text overlays or lenses. 

 
  TRUTH: NO strong research evidence. 

 

(American Optometric Association, 2004; Iovino, Fletcher, Breitmeyer, & Foorman, 1998). 

 



Writing letters and words 
backwards are symptoms of 

dyslexia. 
 

TRUTH: Common among average and dyslexic     
     children alike.  

 

(Adams, 1990) 



If you just give them enough 
time, children will outgrow 

dyslexia. 
 

TRUTH: No evidence. 

 

(Francis, Shaywitz, Stuebing, Shaywitz, & Fletcher, 1996).  



More boys than girls  
have dyslexia. 

 

TRUTH: As many girls as boys are affected    
     by dyslexia 

(Shaywitz, Shaywitz, Fletcher, & Escobar, 1990).  



A person with dyslexia can  
never learn to read. 

 

This is simply not true!  

(National Institute of  Child Health and Human Development, 2000; Torgesen, 2002).  



Signs & Symptoms 
 



The Cognitive 
Characteristics  

of  a Poor Reader  
�  Specific weaknesses in phonological 

processing, letter knowledge, and 
alphabetic understanding predict reading 
outcomes, K-2 

�  “Lower level” processing difficulties with the 
alphabetic code: 
�  phoneme awareness, phonological memory 
�  letter naming speed 
�  knowledge of  sound-symbol correspondences 
�  accuracy and fluency of  word recognition 



Aspects of   
Phonological 
Processing 

�  Phonological awareness 

�  Phonological retrieval 

�  Phonological memory (encoding and storage of  
words, digits, and letters) 

�  Novel word repetition 

�  Speech production of  single phonemes and 
phoneme sequences 



Grades K-2, 
Symptoms  

�  Trouble segmenting and blending 
sounds 

�  Poor letter-sound recall 
�  Poor application of phonics 
�  Inconsistent memory for words & lists 
�  Mispronouncing words 
�  Inability to spell phonetically 
 



Grades 3-4, 
Symptoms 

�  Phonic decoding is a struggle 

�  Inconsistent word recognition 

�  Poor spelling, dysphonetic 

�  Over-reliance on context and guessing 

�  Trouble learning new words (spoken) 

�  Confusion about other symbols 



Grades 5-6, 
Symptoms 

�  Poor spelling, poor punctuation 

�  Reverts to manuscript from cursive 

� Organization of writing is difficult 

� Decodes laboriously, skips unknown 
words 

� Avoids reading, vocabulary 
declines 



Grades 7-8, 
Symptoms 

�  Slow reading, loses the meaning 

�  Persistent phonological weaknesses, 
less obvious 

�  Poor spelling and writing 

� Confusions of similar words 

� Does better with structured, explicit 
teaching of language 



Grades 9+, 
Symptoms 

�  Trouble with foreign language study 

�  Writing and spelling problems persist 

�  Reading is slow and labored, can’t sustain 

�  Longer writing assignments very difficult 

�  Can cope when given extra time, study 
strategies, and structured language 
teaching  



Strengths 

�  A high learning capability 

�  A noticeable improvement when given additional time on multiple-choice examinations 

�  Excellence in writing if  content and not spelling is important 

�  A noticeable articulateness in the expression of ideas and feelings 

�  Exceptional empathy and warmth, and feeling for others 

�  Success in areas not dependent on rote memory 

�  A talent for high-level conceptualization and the ability to come up with original insights 

�  Big-picture thinking 

�  Inclination to think outside of the box 

�  A noticeable resilience and ability to adapt 

 

Source: Overcoming Dyslexia by Sally Shaywitz, M.D. 



Dyslexia.   
It’s In The Brain! 

ISTE 2012 



How is Dyslexia 
Diagnosed? 

 �  “There is no single standardized test used to make 
the diagnosis of  dyslexia.”  

 

�  “A comprehensive evaluation is necessary.” 

�  “The testing can be conducted by trained school 
[specialists] or outside specialists.” 

�  “Dyslexia is not …determined solely by medical 
screening or psychological/IQ testing alone.” 

(American Academy of  Pediatrics, 2011) 

 



Comprehensive 
Assessment   

�  Case History 

�  Observation of  Communication Skills 

�  Battery of  Assessments targeting Language and Reading  
�  Language (Receptive/Expressive) 
�  Phonological Awareness 
�  Rapid naming/word fluency 
�  Reading fluency 
�  Reading comprehension 
�  Spelling 
�  Writing 

�  Multicultural Considerations 

�  School Issues 

 

Dyslexia Help at University of  Michigan 

  



Can Dyslexia Be 
Cured? 

“Expert teaching is the treatment.   
Dyslexia treatment is educational.” 

-Moats 



FACT:  Every brain has the ability to form new 
connections (We rearrange existing structures). 
 
We can form working groups of neurons that 
are specialists, especially for pattern 
recognition 
 
Those working groups have the capacity to 
become automatic 
 
 
 
 



Elements of  
Effective Instruction 

 

�  “It is important for children to be 
taught by a sequenced, 
systematic and explicit method 
that involves several senses 
(hearing, seeing, touching) at the 
same time.” (American Academy of  
Pediatrics, 2011) 

 

�  “Well-controlled studies…
consistently show that instruction 
yields substantial improvement in 
reading accuracy for many, but 
not all, children if  instruction: 
includes explicit and systematic 
instruction in phonological 
awareness and decoding 
strategies” (Gabrielli, 2009) 

 

 

 

 

A curriculum 
does not 

teach a child.  
 

A trained 
teacher does. 



Reading Instruction 
Programs 

�  Classic Orton-Gillingham 

�  Alphabetic Phonics 

�  Lexia-Herman 

�  Project Read 

�  Language! 

�  Slingerland 

�  Writing Road to Reading 
(Spaulding) 

�  Wilson Reading System 

�  Barton System 

�  Lindamood-Bell 

�  Sonday 

�  Sounds in Syllables 

�  Spalding 

�  Starting Over 



Effective Instruction 
Changes Brain 

Function 
�  “Functional neuroimaging studies have revealed brain 

plasticity associated with effective intervention for 
dyslexia.” 

�  “In general, effective remediation is associated with 
increased activation, or normalization, in the left temporo-
parietal and frontal regions that typically show reduced or 
absent activation in dyslexia.”              (Gabrielli, 2009) 

 



Children Don’t 
Catch Up 

Once children fall behind, they are 
likely to stay behind and the gap is 
likely to widen. 

�  C. Juel, 1994 (Harvard Graduate School of Education) 
�  J. Torgesen, K. Stanovich, F. Vellutino (NICHD) 
�  A. Biemiller (Toronto) 
�  R. Good, E. Kame’enui, D. Simmons (U. of Oregon) 
�  S. Shaywitz and J. Fletcher (Connecticut Longitudinal Study) 

“Such improvements are much more likely to occur in 
children who are beginning to read (ages 6 to 8) than in older 
children…” (Gabrielli, 2009) 



Accommodations: 
Leveling the Playing 

Field 
 





It’s not the 
wheelchair that 

makes the 
building 

inaccessible… 
 

IT’S THE 
STAIRS.  



Accommodation  
vs.  

Remediation 
Accommodations are not the same as 

remediation 

 
�  Accommodations are tools that help an 

individual be successful in their 
environment (at the point of  
performance). 

 
�  Remediation is direct, explicit instruction 

to help an individual with dyslexia learn to 
decode (read words) and encode (spell 
words). 



 
 

“Too many people fixate on the form 
rather than the experience… the written 
word is not the important part; it’s just 

another vehicle”. 
-Ben Foss 



“I’ve got to hear it!” 

We pegin our qrib eq a faziliar blace, a poqy like yours enq zine. 
Iq conqains a hunqraq qrillion calls qheq work qogaqhys py qasign. 
Enq wiqhin each one of  qhese zany calls, each one qheq hes QNA, 
Qhe QNA coqe is axecqly qhe saze, a zess-broquceq rasuze. 
So qhe coqe in each call is iqanqical, a razarkaple puq veliq claiz. 
Qhis zeans qheq qhe calls are nearly alike, puq noq axecqly qhe saze. 
Qake, for insqence, qhe calls of  qhe inqasqines; qheq qhey're viqal is cysqainly 
blain. 
Now qhink apouq qhe way you woulq qhink if  qhose calls wyse qhe calls in your 
prain. 
 





There’s an 
accommodation for 

everything… 
�  Most Common: 

�  Extended time 

�  Tests read aloud 
�  Audio books 

�  No spelling tests 
�  Peer note taker 
�  Avoid open ended questions 

�  Separate place for testing 



Final Thought… 

A child with a learning disability cannot try harder, pay closer attention, or 

improve motivation on their own; they need help to learn how to do those things. 

A learning disability is not a problem with intelligence.  

 

Learning disabilities are caused by a difference in the brain that impacts how 

information is received, processed, or communicated. Children with learning 

disabilities have trouble processing information because they see, hear, and 

understand things differently. 

 

However, with direct, explicit, simultaneously multisensory instruction, robust 

accommodations and a compassionate teacher who believes that students with 

dyslexia can be successful in an academic environment, anything is possible. 

 

 



The Power of  Dyslexia 

 
 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=l_qGJ9svUbM 
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